Abstract
Introduction
Stereo correspondence is well-studied in computer vision [25] . An important set of methods for establishing correspondence uses optimization methods: graph cuts [5] , belief propagation [30] and methods based on an optical flow [6, 14, 29] formulation. Dense correspondence achievable using optical flow formulation for stereo systems is useful to refine [1] or calibrate [19, 37] the epipolar geometry. Furthermore, an optical flow formulation partly compensates for lack of local constraints, using flow smoothness terms. However, the accuracy and reliability of methods seeking dense correspondence fields eventually depend on the scene texture.
Irrespective of optimization formulation for stereo, Refs. [9, 40] show that spatiotemporal information can be useful for finding dense correspondence, using structured light. Spatiotemporal variations also occur naturally underwater ( Fig. 1.a) . There, an effect called sunlight * This work relates to Department of the Navy Grant N62909-10-1-4056 issued by the Office of Naval Research Global. The United States Government has a royalty-free license throughout the world in all copyrightable material contained herein. 1 [12, 28] exists. Submerged objects are illuminated by a natural random pattern (caustics) [10, 38] . The refraction of sunlight through a wavy water surface creates inhomogeneous lighting. This has implications for underwater computer vision. The domain of underwater computer vision [4, 17, 27, 36] focuses on oceanic engineering, which includes automated vehicle control [7, 15] , inspection of pipelines [11] , communication cables, ports and ship hulls [23] . Computer vision is also used inside swimming pools [18] . Refs. [31, 32, 33] show that sunlight flicker can be useful for finding dense correspondence in underwater stereo, using spatiotemporal correlation. However, a rela-tively large number of frames is needed in order to acquire enough local constraints to disambiguate correspondence. This paper combines optical flow for stereo and spatiotemporal stereo into a unified formulation. The formulation uses variational expressions for dense correspondence in stereoscopic video, where spatiotemporal irradiance variations exist. The formulation uses a sequence of frames.
A scene is acquired from two viewpoints, in video. If the scene irradiance changes temporally, each stereo pair of frames adds information to a data term of an optimization cost function. This yields an accurate and dense correspondence map, with a relatively small number of frames and fast computations. This, in turn, enables dynamic stereo, where camera or scene motions exist. We demonstrate this feature in an underwater experiment.
Background: Variational Optical Flow
Let a camera take images I(x, y, k) at different time samples k. The optical flow components u, v are the local warping displacements between consecutive frames. The general optical flow functional [14] is
where Ω represents the entire image domain. The first term in Eq. (1) is the data term. It expresses expectation for brightness constancy. The second term is a smoothness term and α is the smoothness weight. If
then Ψ D,S is the L 2 functional [14] . If, however,
then Ψ D,S is an approximation to the L 1 functional [6] .
Here ε D,S are small constants which make Ψ D,S differentiable. The L 1 norm in the data term is robust to outliers in the images. The L 1 norm in the smoothness term avoids the over-smoothing at flow discontinuities, which may occur in L 2 smoothness term. Refs. [2, 21, 39] suggested extensions of this formulation to multi-frame scenarios. This allows using spatio-temporal smoothness instead of spatial smoothness. When an optical flow formulation is used to establish stereo correspondence [19, 29] , the L 1 norm enables sharp discontinuities and occlusions in the disparity map.
Stereo by Spatio-Temporal Optical Flow

Motivation for Using a Sequence of Pairs
The use of several pairs of frames for optical flow estimation has several advantages, particulary overcoming the aperture problem. Let a static scene be captured by N F pairs of frames, from two viewpoints. Each pair is interrelated by an optical flow field. The linearized brightness constancy equation of the k th frame is 
where T denotes transposition. Eq. (5) implies that locally, only the flow component in the direction of the image gradient can be determined. This is the well-known aperture problem.
Recall that different pairs of frames of the static scene exist. Eq. (5) applies to each pair of frames. Therefore, more constraints are available:
. . .
Considering Eq. (6), if there are at least two stereo framepairs, where the gradient directions are non-parallel, then the aperture problem is resolved. If the provided pairs involve significant temporal light variations, the probability that the gradient directions coincide is small, especially when three or more pairs are provided. This bypasses the aperture problem, and increases the accuracy of the computed flow, instead of relying only on regularization to fill-in constraints. This is a major cause for the significant increase in accuracy demonstrated in Sec. 4.
The Cost Function
Let I k L and I k R denote the k th left and right frames. A matching functional should penalize for the differences in all the pairs of frames. Generalizing Eq. (1) to multiple frames,
We use the L 1 norm, as described in Sec. 2. Therefore, Ψ is determined according to Eq. (3) in our scheme.
Linearization
We linearize the cost function to simplify the numerical scheme. The linearization is limited to small changes in disparity, per scale. In order to enable large disparity vectors, a coarse-to-fine approach is applied, as we describe in
where δu = u − u 0 and δv = v − v 0 . Here, I L,x and I L,y are the partial spatial derivatives of I L . Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) and re-writing it, we get
where:
and
Numerical Scheme
The numerical scheme for solving this functional can be formulated as a re-weighted least means squares [24] functional 2 :
where w k D is updated every n update iterations at the same rate of u 0 , v 0 updates. The smoothness weight w S is updated at every iteration.
The data and smoothness weights are set to be
Similarly to Ref. [14] , the two Euler-Lagrange equations derived from Eq. (12) are
Define:
Then, Eqs. (15, 16) can be expressed as
Inserting a discrete approximation for the Laplacian [14] in Eqs. (18, 19) yields
Here,ū denotes a weighted average of neighboring pixels (the same approximation is used forv):
We shall refer to the weighting average of Eqs. (22, 23) as non-directional. Re-arranging Eqs. (20,21), we get:
where
Eqs. (24, 25) are linear equations of u and v. However, they contain linear convolutions, defined in Eq. (22) . Therefore, we use an iterative Gauss-Seidel solver [16] to estimate u and v.
Directional Smoothness Term
The L 1 smoothness term in Eq. (3) is non-directional. Flow field discontinuities reduce the smoothness weight w S according to Eq. (14), thus enforcing less smoothness in all directions. We wish to introduce directional smoothness, in order to selectively reduce the influence of the smoothness term and better preserve edges. This is done by replacing the constant weights w i,j (x, y) by
The same weights w i,j (x, y) are used forū andv. Suppose a discontinuity in the flow field occurs between two adjacent pixels. Then, the corresponding smoothness weights of both u and v are reduced, but the smoothness weight reduction is focused on the discontinuity direction. So, when there is a discontinuity, it affects both components of the flow field, without decreasing smoothness weights in a direction where there is continuity. Eq. (26) determines the weights selectively, thus changing the strength of the smoothness bonds between neighboring pixels.
The directional smoothness term is applied by calculatingū andv in Eq. (22) using directional weights (26) and setting w S = 1. The advantages of directional weighting in the smoothness term are demonstrated in Sec. 4.
Coarse to Fine Solution
As in [6] , a pyramidal coarse-to-fine approach is used. In the coarse levels, spatio-temporal variations make only a small contribution, since they are averaged by the lowpass spatial filters applied to create the coarse levels. The coarse levels enable large disparity vectors in a variational framework. At the finer scales, the contribution of temporal variations becomes significant. Therefore, the main difference between spatial-only to spatio-temporal solutions is in the fine details. This fact is supported by results shown in Sec. 4.
Normalization
The brightness constancy equation may be violated due to brightness changes between the views. This may be caused by different sensitivity, aperture and exposure time settings. 3 Local brightness differences between viewpoints may be created by non-Lambertian reflections and spatiotemporal varying backscatter underwater [31] .
To counter these problems, we apply local brightness normalization as a pre-process, before optical flow estimation. The normalized intensity is given by:
where Mean and STD respectively denote the average and standard deviation in a neighborhood. Here, β is used to moderate amplification of image noise in areas where the brightness is nearly uniform.
Summary
This section summarizes our implementation for obtaining correspondences in stereoscopic video with temporal light variations, using spatio-temporal optical flow formulation.
1. Normalize the images as explained in Sec. 3.7.
Construct a Gaussian pyramid of the images.
3. Starting from the lowest resolution, initialize the optical flow with zero flow.
Calculate the weights in Eq. (13),ū,v and the summations in Eq. (17)
. We use a bilinear interpolation for sub-pixel sampling.
5. Use Eqs. (24, 25) to update the flow field for several iterations.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 several times until the optical flow estimation converges.
7. Expand the optical flow estimation to the finer scale level.
8. Repeat steps 4-7 until the optical flow is estimated at the finest scale.
Experiments
Parameter Settings
This section describes the empirical parameter settings in our experiments. The same set of parameters is used for all the sequences and tests. The smoothness weight we found preferable is α = 20N F .
It increases linearly with N F to maintain the same relative weight between data and smoothness terms. approximation of the data and smoothness terms, we used the values ε D = 7 and ε S = 0.1, respectively. The update rate parameter is n update = 30. The total number of iterations at each resolution level is N iter = 200. The coarsest resolution is 6 × 6. The inter-scale shrink factor (used to create the coarse-to-fine representation), γ, is different between the axes: it is the smallest value above 0.7 that fits the coarsest level size. The number of scales is determined according to the shrink factor and coarsest resolution. Finally, unless specifically mentioned otherwise, the directional smoothness term was used in all the experiments.
Structured Light
Similar to Refs. [9, 40] , the algorithm can be used in artificial spatio-temporal varying illumination. The main benefit of our method compared to Refs. [9, 40] is regularization through a directional L 1 smoothness term. This yields estimation in shadows and occluded areas and enables a shorter acquisition time. In a structured light experiment, the setup is shown in Fig. 1 .b. This scene contains large areas which lack natural texture. The projected light template consisted of random lines of different lengths and orientations. Fig. 2 displays the main results, in the form of inverse disparity maps (IDMs). Note the depth edges. Clearly, the light pattern significantly aids in finding stereo correspondences, as can be noticed in Figs. 2b and Fig. 2d. Fig. 2c shows that a temporally averaged disparity map of spatialonly optical flow blurs depth details. The significant improvement of a directional smoothness term compared to non-directional L 1 smoothness is clearly noticed in Figs. 2e and 2f. Fig. 3 presents quantitative results of correct correspondence as function of N F using directional and nondirectional smoothness terms.
A Dynamic Underwater Experiment
As mentioned in Sec. 1, we believe the method has the ability to handle a certain level of camera and scene motions. This is due to a relatively small N F . We thus performed an underwater dynamic experiment. Our setup consists of two Canon HV-30 High-definition video cameras in water-proof housings, mounted on a stereo rig. The stereo rig was handled manually during swimming, without any use of a tripod. This is contrary to the stable system used in Ref. [31] . To show the dynamics of the scene, several frames and their respective inverse disparity results are presented in Fig. 4 . If a scene is too dynamic, then the assumption of equal disparity maps between consecutive frames is no longer valid. In this case, artifacts may appear in the resulting disparity map, as can be subtly noticed on the pool floor in Fig. 4d . Such a strong camera motion may require image stabilization, prior to estimating the disparity map.
Underwater Experiments: Static Objects
In order to obtain quantitative results, we use online data [26] of 100 ground-truth points and correlation results from a swimming pool experiment [31] in a static scene. Fig. 5 compares the rate of correct correspondence results using temporal correlation, spatiotemporal correlation and our method, as a function of N F . Our method achieves a significant recovery in N F ∈ [1, 5] .
The result of an oceanic experiment is presented in Fig. 6 . The visibility was poorer than the pool and the temporal variations of flicker were dimmer. Our method, using N F = 3, achieved significantly better results than spatiotemporal correlation results, based on N F = 66. Moreover, variational methods "fill-in" uncertainty regions, such as shadows or occlusions. This suppresses outliers and re- [b] IDM created using a spatiotemporal optical flow formalism, NF = 5. The shadowed region under the chair is physically father from the camera than the foreground chair parts, but the estimated depth map does not sense this concavity. Fig. 7 . There, the resulting disparity map interpolates incorrectly the disparity at a region under a chair. This region is shadowed. So, the temporal variations in it are negligible. Only regularization supports the estimation there, relying on the surrounding foreground parts of the chair. This biases the result such that the concavity under the chair is not not sensed.
Numerical Scheme Validation
We wish to compare and validate the numerical scheme to existing optical flow methods. We used the standard Yosemite [3] sequence without clouds. We ran our method using the same parameters described on Sec. 4.1, on two consecutive frames. This yields an averaged angular error (AAE) of AAE = 1.66 0 , compared to AAE = 1.59 0 from the 2D case in Ref. [6] . Therefore, our results are comparable to Ref. [6] .
Computational Load
The computational complexity of the algorithm is O(W HN F N iter /[1 − γ 2 ]), where W and H are the resolution width and height, respectively. To evaluate the runtime, a benchmark test was conducted on the oceanic experiment shown in Fig. 6 . The parameters used in the benchmark are the same as in Sec. 4.1. The frame resolution of the oceanic experiment is 360 × 480. The benchmark was conducted on Intel Core 2 Duo R , 2.8GHz. The algorithm was implemented in C++. Under these conditions, the runtime was 0.66N F seconds, per instantaneous disparity map.
Conclusions
In this work, a variational formulation for finding dense stereo correspondence using several pairs of frames is described. The formulation exploits spatio-temporal varying illumination, which occurs using structured light or naturally underwater. Moreover, using a relatively small N F and the inherent robustness of the variational formulation, a certain level of camera and scene motions is handled.
No epi-polar constraints were considered in this work. 5 This fact emphasizes the robustness of the method. The formulation can be adjusted to account for epi-polar constraints, if known, as shown in [29] . Moreover, the resulting dense disparity map of the method can aid in finding the epi-polar geometry of the stereo rig, as shown in [19] . Optimization-based methods such as graph cuts [5] , belief propagation [30] and stereo based on optical flow [29] have not been adapted yet to a multi-frame formulation. Out of the range of known minimization formulations, we chose to use a variational method based on optical flow. This is because of its similar complexity to uncalibrated stereo, were the search for disparity is not bounded to epi-polar lines. Nevertheless, we believe that there is room for exploring and adapting the other minimization formulations to multiframe stereo.
